Foreign Correspondent Fund Application

Name:
Email:
Active member of committee:
Destination of Travel:
Total sum applied for (in SEK):

**Statement of Purpose/Motivation:**

**Expected Expenses/Budget:**

**Final product and contact person, editor-in-chief** (what the final product is intended to be, which committee will publish, and which editor-in-chief is responsible):
Notes:
1) The applicant has to be a member of UPF Lund for at least 1 month before the date of application.

2) There is no guarantee that UPF covers all expenses if an applicant gets accepted. However, UPF will let the applicant know what share of the cost could be covered if in line with the rules and regulations (see document Foreign Correspondent Fund: Rules and Regulations)

3) Examples for refundable expenses are: Train/ bus tickets between Lund and the destination; Inner-city tickets at the destination if directly connected with the research; Entry fees to conferences/events if necessary for the research; Accommodation (only for the time necessary to do the research)